Kim: Early Teens
Nhy is it that taking things as they
e is so darn difficult? Each year
l\<hensummer approaches, I mentaly plot summer activities like a camp
~rector, allocating one day a week
: please my son, one day a week
~ please my daughter, one or two
jays a week for the three of us to
bond, In my head, it always looks so
g ad. Funny thing is it never comes
:0 fruition.
Thoughts of things we
would've/should've/could've
done
bounce around my brain like a rub'Jar bullet. I feel like I am responsible for everybody's happiness, and that
rends to make us all unhappy. Each year I seem to do less and less with
Y children "together". And so, I successfully set myself up to approach
- e fall season with a sense of disappointment, ruminating over one more
summer that I didn't "plan" well enough.
My son used to require my undivided attention, and he got it without
,uestion. Now, he is a full-blown teenager. We still spend a lot of quality
time together, and I treasure each moment- but I am not dense. As much
as he loves me, I know it is neither fun nor socially acceptable for him
to hang out with his mommy all the time. He wants to hang out with his
mends. The reasonable side of me understands this, having been a teenager myself. The overbearing motherly side of me despises this, because
is getting older- closer and closer to college, closer and closer to the
freedom that comes with age- further and further from me. And I don't
like it one bit.
y daughter would be pleased if I could spend every waking minute with
her, frolicking around and doing girly things. I must say, getting full-service spa treatments, fancy lunches and unlimited shopping sprees does
sound mighty appealing- especially when someone else foots the bill.
But it's not all extravagance. The simplicity of uninterrupted conversation
over a cup of chamomile and a warm vanilla scone will always be at the
tcp of our to-do list.
y father always says that there's a surge in seismographic activity on
• e first day of school because all the mothers in the world are jumping up
and down in excitement! Every first day of school, I feel a void. Yet there's
a certain calm that sets in once the school year commences; a back-tobusiness, structured schedule. My children have that down pat: school,
snack, homework, dinner, down time, bed. Of course, my son rarely gets
adequate downtime. And neither child gets adequate sleep.
vly son is honored to be enrolled in an International Baccalaureate program. I am so proud of all he has accomplished. I am also concerned
that he will allow the pressure to drain him. There will be a lot more stress
on him than he has ever encountered as a student thus far. He is a hard
worker; a smart kid. He puts his all into every assignment. Part of me
aintains that it is better to forsake his already dwindling free time for
me welfare of his future. The other part of me wants him to enjoy being a
menager. He's just a kid. But he's a kid that will be going to college in 3
years. In that respect, his future is now.
My daughter will now be in the upper echelon of her school ranking-the
all-knowing "big kid" on the bus, the "senior" to whom all the little people
can look up to. She has prematurely transformed herself into a teenager.
he's not concerned with the learning aspect of school because she
ows she'll do well. It's more of a social thing at this point. It's good to
be 10 and gorgeous and have the world at your feet! She has no idea how
tucky she is. Her biggest concern for the fall season is what backpack will
best accessorize her extensive wardrobe, and who/what she will magially transform into by the light of the Halloween moon!
e allow our lives to become so complicated by things both monumental
and mundane that we forget how to sit back and enjoy the ride. Each
season brings change- and, yes, some changes are better than others.
The way we choose to perceive these changes is up to us! I vow to make
81 attempt to heed my own advice and take it as it comes.
Besides, the onset of the new season allows me 10 months to concoct
..ext summer's game plan!
By Kim Dinardo
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Risa: Older Teens
My children were in High School and I was
so happy to finally be free from the stampede at Staples and the parents with dueling lists. The back to school buying frenzy
always reached its height in late August,
as parents exited their minivans in stifling
I
parking lots and entered their local school
supply superstore. Each teacher wanted different items: a special utility box,
cer;t~innotebooks, pencils (mechanical or No.2), pens (black, blue, erasableJ,and looseleaf paper (never "COllege-ruled").And, there always seemed
t6 be a run on that special utility box, which had to be a specific height, length
and depth, After helplessly watching another mother lift the coveted box from
the 6therwise empty display, I was often forced to race desperately across
towrl to the next nearest Staples Superstore, praying that I wasn't too late.
F~r t1hatreason, I was so happy to be done with that stage of my life. My
daughter would accept an offering of five or six soft looseleaf binders, dividers ahd paper, and insist that no supplies were specifically required. After all,
it is High School. Then, suddenly, two weeks into the semester she would
text ~e and tell me that a particular teacher required very specific supplies
for his class, which she absolutely had to have by the next day. Upon further
inquiry, I would find that the teacher first requested these supplies on the first
day of class and I, as the parent, was only getting the good news now, the
day before said teacher threatened to lower the grades of the students who
appear in class without the requisitioned items. And, I would rush to Staples
at lightning speed. But, this time, the most crucial item on the list would not
be a plastic utility box: instead, it would be the one hundred and thirty dollar calculator. The teacher would accept no substitute. "Back in the day," I
was thrilled if my calculator has the basic functions and a square root key.
Pantihg as I'd arrive at Staples, I would pray that the staff would know which
calculator our school used for Math A, Math 1, or whatever they are calling
it this week. As I approached the display, I realized that there were no less
than bight different models with names like "T184 Plus," "TI83," "T189Titanium/' and "FX-97S0GII," all of which all reminded me of the 240Z, 280ZX,
and GTSOOdesignations for 1970s sports cars. After much deliberation, it
was a miracle that I came home with the right calculator.
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Last year, my daughter asked for hard-6J~ered
looseleaf binders, but I
nipped that request in the bud.\Gone are the days where II could insist that
she use a sturdy backpack wit~ two shoulder straps. By the beginning of
Middle School, most all the kids refused to use both straps and looked like a
pack of Quasimodos, hunched over to one side, with their heavY. overstuffed
backpacks slung over a single sHoulder. I knew hdw wearing a backpack with
one strap could lead to serious back problems and admonished my daughter
to use both straps, in vain. By High School, "the bag" became somfwhat of a
fashion statement. I almost understood that. Considering all the cl thing, hair
and make-up prep seemingly required fori school, the hiking-style backpack
does not really complete the look. Consequently, we search for n acceptable shoulder bag each September, whio:h can accommodate
s x bulging
soft-covered looseleafs. Even when emptied regularly, the loosel afs' rings
become misaligned after two months: a~result of planned obso escence.
Ironically, the bags only outlive the loosele,af boo~s by a few
ths, their
strained straps giving way.
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In our school district, we have "Sack to Sphool N,ight" for the ~ig School
in September. That is the night that the parents follow the stude1nt ' schedule, running around the building, ftom clas~ to class. Each teacher
ives the
parents an outline of the curriculum and a full break-down of t~ei grading
policy. Sitting there, I wonder why I feel like I am somehow res~o sible for
remembering this information, as if to ensure that my child does
II on the
midterm, which is fifty per cent of tre second quarter. The compl~x ~ormulas
used to calculate a student's final grade a~e beyond me, but the ~eachers
go over them in detail, just in case a parent is double checking 1hl ir math.
Moreover, I feel like I am back in school and am tempted to write do n all the
important curriculum requirements, Ii~e the other parents who are\s ribbling
furiously, not to miss a word.
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different foods on the Expo floor (orange
cream), walked the Magnificent Mile whic' .
fany's, brought all my wife's graduate studs
watched Transformers 3 being shot and e
at Wrigley Field. All in all it was tiring but fill

Since my son was born in Costa Rica but
our first family trip when he was a man
ever since. Part of the mental dilemma for r.
by these trips from over the years I kind of 1
sized teenager and doesn't need me canst
are some of the things I found myself saying
"Look both ways before crossing the street'
''The shower is hot so be careful."
"How is your tummy?"

Then, when the bell rings, we all repair to the hallway, and call ~r ext our
children, who are watching television or on Frcebook. I implore m~ d ughter
to immediately cease all wasteful activities a?d start studying for tqrT) rrow's
test, which she neglected to mention to me when sh~ told me just 1wl~ hours
earlier that she had no homework. And, I mdke the call as surreptifi~eSly as
possible, since I feel like I am Cheating, somehow, I don't unders]and why,
since the teacher told us all abou.t the test a~d the students alrea~y \~new. I
think I just want the teacher to actually believe my child was on thelb II.
The freshman classrooms are SRO (Standin~ Room Only) and thEf e asses
frequented by the seniors' parents have a ppor Showing, As a resu] ' as a
senior parent, the teacher is so very thrilled to see me. Of course, lit Ii also
interesting to watch the new freshman parents try to negotiate the
Iding.
The school thoughtfully posts students and faculty guides throughd t the
building to assist parents as they roam from room to room. But, wHyi re all
these doctors, lawyers, and CEOs so lost? T~ey are lost because p,~ny of
the Long Island school districts responded to the growth in student \p' pulation over the years by adding wings to their buildings, without any sym etry,
rhythm or reason, hence making their school bJildings impossible to 11 all Igate.
without a map and a team of experts.
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On Long Island, "Back to School" means class photos, unlike in t~e YC
schools, where class pictures were taken in the spring, the wayG-d inte I ded.
Here, they are taken befon!the heat of sUmmer\leaVeS us, so hair fride. and
the students look tan and dress like they are on a tropical island. A neig' boring district even has the audacity to take senior pictures in June of the j nior
year! Still, it is the "senior picture" and my child's last formal school ~o \ rait.
I know that each time I will fish for it in my wallet to proudly show a fnem! or
acquaintance, I will need to say "this is her senior picture: of course\it
as
taken almost a year earlier, so she looked muph different by gradurti?n."
Maybe I will need to keep a photo from the actual graduation day in my\w lIet
to supplement it, so the other people on line in the supermarket with
will
have a more accurate sense of how my daughtet looked as a senior.
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Yes I actually said tur

"Watch your step getting off the bus."
"Did you remember clean underwear?"
"Now did you wash your hands good? And d
I'm sure I said many more overprotective stat!
to encode. I'm equally sure that if I asked n
five more things I said that really didn't need i
once a dad always a dad. Heck, growing u;
child is growing up, now that's hard. Perhap
do in a long time is to let my son go to the bf
I was so tempted to say, "Hey, I need a pit stc
the chord. I'll admit it, I sweated a bit while h
a humid night.) I worried a bit more. He mads
that after 16 years he can handle himself in tns
to buy some food at the concession without r
through my thick head that there are many thi .
he doesn't now.
Here's the catch though. Even though he is a
hold his hand as we cross the street; he still r
while I no longer have to worry about him stic
socket or getting into the cupboards, there a
problems sixteen year aids can get into. Obviou
has to work his way out of. We've given him IT
the years, it's up to him to use them. Still there <
old, no matter how smart, doesn't have the expi
life's problems. That's when it's up to the pareni
and at least offer some advice or help. Or at lea,
wish to talk. The biggest trick to master of cours
I'm still working on figuring that out. In the mear
on the side of offering help rather he asks for it {
One other thing hit me as my son and I were Sf
Omni hotel looking at Chicago pass by. The rs
of North Western Memorial Hospital. Suddenly
my son could be studyinq at a medical school 0
North Western. Big city, lots of people, lots of (
Will he want that? Will he be ready? What can I
prepare? What can I do to prepare myself for w
on that next column.

